
Productspecification
Typhoon, blower driven airknife

Description

SIMCO’s Typhoon airknives eliminate static and 
removes particulate from flat or contoured
surfaces. Typhoon incorporates a high-velocity
blower with a deep penetration airknife. This
system provides a continuous stream of clean
ionised air for removal of surface particulate and 
contamination. The Typhoon is adaptable to
large halo systems used for auto and truck body 
cleaning prior to painting. It is also extremely
suitable for smaller pre-paint cleaning systems
for plastic parts and fascia. By using blowers
instead of compressed air, Typhoon can reduce
operational costs by 30 to 70%.
The system is constructed of extruded
aluminium. This design provides flexibility and
precise air volume control. SIMCO’s static
elimination bar EP-SH-N (or for use in
hazardous zones the P-SH-N-Ex), break the
electrostatic bond holding particulate to the
material. 
The high-velocity air flow  then easily removes
the particulate from the product surface.
Several sizes of direct-drive, low maintenance
blowers are available to meet the requirements
of your application. 

Typhoon with EP-SH-N anti-static bar

Typhoon with P-SH-N-EX anti-static bar

Features

ü Incorporates SIMCO anti-static bars 
which quickly neutralise static, facilitating
easy removal of particulate

ü Clean, uniform, high-velocity ionised air
provides “one-step” cleaning

ü Direct-drive motors require little or no
maintenance

ü Anodised finish for corrosion protection
ü Connection for pressure sensor  
ü New design extruded aluminium profile 
ü Cost efficient versus compressed air
ü Two mounting grooves
ü Small blower / low noise level
ü Length < 2500 mm only one side

connection needed Powerfull but compact blower for the Typhoon airknife.
Supplies filtered air to the airknife
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There is a special Power Unit type-A
available with a 12 Volt connection
for the sensor.

Optional airpressure sensor for measuring the systems
airpressure.
Two levels can be preset for monitoring the system
performance, with signals that can be used for externals
alarms. The airknife and blower are standard fitted with an
airnipple for connection of the sensor.  

Applications:
Cleaning/

Neutralizing  

Car bumpers / dashboards C

Winding sections N

Car bodies C

TV Castings C

Electronic cabinets C

General Mouldings C

Packaging materials N

Thermoformed trays N

Optional mounting hinges for Typhoon airknife.

abcde

Profitability calculation

Considerable savings in operating costs (30-70%) can 
be achieved when blowers, rather than compressed
air, are being used.

We would be pleased to help you comparing our
system with compressed air systems. Using a
spreadsheet, SIMCO will be able to calculate exactly
the payback period of a planned investment in a
Typhoon, when you provide the relevant variables.


